
Maternity, Paternity, Adoption, Shared Parental, Caring and
Compassionate Leave Policy

Aims
Oblong’s maternity, paternity, adoption, shared parental, caring and compassionate leave
policy will clearly set out:

● What rights employees have in relation to maternity, paternity and adoption leave
● Employees' rights to parental leave and compassionate leave to care for dependants
● How they can exercise those rights

Who is it for?
The policy is for all staff, regardless of their length of service.

Oblong will adhere to current statutory rights. Should these rights change, the current
statutory rights will supersede the terms in this policy at the time of application.



Maternity Leave

Entitlement
Statutory Maternity Leave
Eligible employees can take up to 52 weeks’ maternity leave. The first 26 weeks is known
as ‘Ordinary Maternity Leave’, the last 26 weeks as ‘Additional Maternity Leave’.

The earliest that leave can be taken is 11 weeks before the expected week of childbirth,
unless the baby is born early.

Employees must take at least 2 weeks after the birth (or 4 weeks if they’re a factory
worker).

If the baby is born early
Leave starts the day after the birth if the baby is born before maternity leave begins.
The employee must give you the child’s birth certificate or a document signed by a doctor or
midwife that confirms the actual date of birth.

Oblong must write to the employee confirming the new end date for their leave.

If the baby dies
Employees still qualify for leave or pay if the baby:

● is stillborn after the start of the 24th week of pregnancy
● dies after being born

Eligibility and proof of pregnancy
Statutory Maternity Leave
Employees must:

● have an employment contract - it does not matter how long they’ve worked for
Oblong

● give the correct notice

Statutory Maternity Pay (SMP)
Employees must:

● be on Oblong’s payroll in the ‘qualifying week’ - the 15th week before the expected
week of childbirth

● give the correct notice
● give proof they’re pregnant



● have been continuously employed by Oblong for at least 26 weeks up to any day in
the qualifying week

● earn at least £120 a week (gross) in an 8-week ‘relevant period’ - note this rate is
eligible to change each tax year, the current rate can be found on this link:
https://www.gov.uk/employers-maternity-pay-leave/eligibility-and-proof-of-pregnancy

If the employee usually earns an average of £120 or more a week, and they only earned
less in some weeks because they were paid but not working (‘on furlough’) under the
Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme, they may still be eligible.

Proof of pregnancy
Oblong must get proof of the pregnancy before paying SMP. This is usually a doctor’s letter
or a maternity certificate (known as an MATB1 certificate). Midwives and doctors usually
issue these 20 weeks before the due date.

The employee should give Oblong proof within 21 days of the SMP start date.
Oblong must keep records of the proof of pregnancy.

Notice period
Statutory Maternity Leave
At least 15 weeks before the baby is expected, employees must tell you the date that:

● the baby is due
● they want to start their maternity leave - they can change this with 28 days’ notice

Oblong will confirm their leave start and end dates in writing within 28 days.

Employees can change their return to work date if they give 8 weeks’ notice.

Oblong cannot refuse maternity leave or change the amount of leave your employees want
to take.

Statutory Maternity Pay (SMP)
Employees must give Oblong 28 days’ notice of the date they want to start their SMP. This
is usually the same date they want to start their leave.

Oblong can refuse to pay SMP if the employee does not give this notice and they do not
give a reasonable excuse.

https://www.gov.uk/employers-maternity-pay-leave/eligibility-and-proof-of-pregnancy


Entitlement
Statutory Maternity Pay (SMP)
SMP for eligible employees can be paid for up to 39 weeks, as follows:

● the first 6 weeks: 90% of their average weekly earnings (AWE) before tax
● the remaining 33 weeks: £151.97 or 90% of their AWE (whichever is lower) - note

this rate of pay is eligible to change each tax year, current rate can be found on this
link:
https://www.gov.uk/maternity-pay-leave/pay#:~:text=Statutory%20Maternity%20Pay
%20(%20SMP%20)%20is,for%20the%20next%2033%20weeks

Tax and National Insurance will be deducted on qualifying amounts from the employee.

Further leave will be unpaid by Oblong.

Length of service benefits
Oblong offers the following benefits to employees who meet SMP eligibility criteria listed
above:

less than 1 year’s
service

1 and 2 years’
service

2 and 4 years’
service

4 years’ or more
service

Statutory provision. 6 weeks’ full pay for
the first 6 weeks of
maternity leave,
thereafter statutory
provision.

8 weeks’ full pay for
the first 8 weeks of
maternity leave;
thereafter statutory
provision.

10 weeks’ full pay
for the first 10
weeks of maternity
leave; thereafter
statutory provision.

Pregnancy-related illnesses
Maternity leave and Statutory Maternity Pay will start automatically if the employee is off
work for a pregnancy-related illness in the 4 weeks before the baby is due - it does not
matter what has been previously agreed.

Antenatal Care
‘Antenatal care’ is not just medical appointments - it can also include antenatal or parenting
classes if they’ve been recommended by a doctor or midwife.

https://www.gov.uk/maternity-pay-leave/pay#:~:text=Statutory%20Maternity%20Pay%20(%20SMP%20)%20is,for%20the%20next%2033%20weeks
https://www.gov.uk/maternity-pay-leave/pay#:~:text=Statutory%20Maternity%20Pay%20(%20SMP%20)%20is,for%20the%20next%2033%20weeks


Employers must give pregnant employees time off for antenatal care and pay their normal
rate for this time off. The pregnant woman’s partner has the right to unpaid time off work to
go to 2 antenatal appointments.

Holiday Entitlement
Employees continue to build up holiday entitlement and can take any holiday they’ve
accrued (built up) before or after the leave.

Keeping in touch days
Employees can work up to 10 days during their maternity or adoption leave. These days are
called ‘keeping in touch days’. Keeping in touch days are optional - both the employee and
employer need to agree to them.

The type of work and pay employees get should be agreed before they come into work. The
employee’s right to maternity or adoption leave and pay is not affected by taking keeping in
touch days.

Return to work
Once their maternity leave has ended, the employee's right to return to the same job
depends on how much leave they've taken.

They've taken up to 26 weeks' maternity leave
They have the right to return to the same job.

They've taken more than 26 weeks' maternity leave
They have the right to return to the same job unless the employer has a genuine reason to
offer them an alternative.
This right applies even if someone else is doing that person's job well while they're on
maternity leave.

If there's no alternative but to offer them a different job, the job must be suitable,
appropriate and on the same terms. For example, it must have the same:

● pay
● benefits
● holiday leave and pay
● location
● seniority



Returning to work sooner than planned
If an employee wants to return before taking all their maternity leave, they must tell you in
writing at least 8 weeks before the date they want to return.

If they want to change how they work
An employee can make a flexible working request if they want to make significant changes
to how they work (for example, different working hours).
Oblong should take a supportive approach to accommodate flexible working conditions to
ensure both the employees needs ,and the needs of Oblong, are met as far as possible.

Shared Parental Leave
The pregnant employee and their partner might be able to use Shared Parental Leave
(SPL). SPL allows leave to be used more flexibly between the pregnant employee and their
partner. This means the pregnant employee could end maternity leave early.

The pregnant employee must still take at least 2 weeks' maternity leave after the baby is
born.

See “Shared Parental Leave” section for further details.

Further Guidance
● ACAS employer guidance link:

https://www.acas.org.uk/managing-your-employees-maternity-leave-and-pay
● UK Government employer guidance link:

https://www.gov.uk/employers-maternity-pay-leave

https://www.acas.org.uk/managing-your-employees-maternity-leave-and-pay
https://www.gov.uk/employers-maternity-pay-leave


Paternity Leave

Entitlement
Employees may be eligible for Statutory Paternity Leave and Pay if they and their partner
are:

● having a baby
● adopting a child
● having a baby through a surrogacy arrangement

Statutory Paternity Leave
Employees can choose to take either 1 week or 2 consecutive weeks’ leave. Oblong offers
additional leave based on length of service, please see length of service table for qualifying
details.
The amount of time is the same even if they have more than one child (for example twins).

Leave cannot start before the birth. The start date must be one of the following:
● the actual date of birth
● an agreed number of days after the birth
● an agreed number of days after the expected week of childbirth

Leave must finish within 56 days of the birth (or due date if the baby is early).

If the baby dies
Employees still qualify for paternity leave and pay if the baby is either:

● stillborn from 24 weeks of pregnancy
● born alive at any point in the pregnancy but later dies

Extra leave or pay
Employees can get more leave or pay if:

● their partner returns to work and they qualify for Shared Parental Leave and Pay
See Shared Parental Leave policy for further details.

Eligibility
Employees must be one of the following, the:

● father
● husband or partner of the mother (or adopter)
● child’s adopter
● intended parent (if they’re having a baby through a surrogacy arrangement)



Employees must also:
● be classed as an employee (paternity leave only)
● be employed by Oblong up to the date the child is born (or placed with the adopter)

(paternity pay only)
● be on Oblong’s payroll and earn at least £120 a week (gross) in an 8 week ‘relevant

period’ (paternity pay only) - note this rate is eligible to change each tax year, the
current rate can be found on this link:
https://www.gov.uk/employers-paternity-pay-leave/eligibility

● give the correct notice
● be taking time off to look after the child or their partner
● be responsible for the child’s upbringing
● have been continuously employed by Oblong for at least 26 weeks up to any day in

the ‘qualifying week’

If the employee usually earns an average of £120 or more a week, and they only earned
less in some weeks because they were paid but not working (‘on furlough’) under the
Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme, they may still be eligible.

The qualifying week is the 15th week before the baby is due. This is different if the
employee is adopting - see adoption policy for further details.

If the child is born early
If the child is born early, the employee is still eligible if they would have worked for you
continuously for at least 26 weeks by the qualifying week.

Notice period
The notice periods and forms are different if the employee is adopting - see adoption policy.

Statutory Paternity Leave
Employees must tell you at least 15 weeks before the week the baby is expected:

● the baby’s due date
● when they want their leave to start - they can change this with 28 days’ notice
● how much leave they want

Statutory Paternity Pay
Employees must request paternity pay at least 15 weeks before the week the baby is
expected.

https://www.gov.uk/employers-paternity-pay-leave/eligibility


Statutory Paternity Pay
Statutory Paternity Pay for eligible employees is either £151.97 a week or 90% of their
average weekly earnings (whichever is lower).
Note this rate of pay is eligible to change each tax year, current rate can be found on this
link: https://www.gov.uk/employers-paternity-pay-leave

Tax and National Insurance will be deducted on qualifying amounts from the employee.

Length of service benefits
Oblong offers the following benefits to employees who meet SPP eligibility criteria listed
above:

less than 1 year’s
service

1 and 2 years’
service

2 and 4 years’
service

4 years’ or more
service

Statutory provision. 2 weeks’ paid leave
and up to 4 weeks’
unpaid leave

3 weeks’ paid leave
and up to 3 weeks’
unpaid leave

4 weeks’ paid leave
and up to 2 weeks’
unpaid leave

*The employee may take paid holidays in place of unpaid leave where they have annual
leave remaining.

Leave for antenatal appointments
Employees can take leave to accompany a pregnant woman to antenatal appointments if
they are:

● the baby’s father
● the expectant mother’s spouse or civil partner
● in a long term relationship with the expectant mother
● the intended parent (if they’re having a baby through a surrogacy arrangement)
● nominated named support

An Oblong employee may take reasonable paid time off work to accompany their partner to
antenatal appointments before their Paternity Leave commences.

Further Guidance
● ACAS employer guidance link:

https://www.acas.org.uk/managing-your-employees-paternity-leave-and-pay
● UK Government employer guidance link:

https://www.gov.uk/employers-paternity-pay-leave

https://www.gov.uk/employers-paternity-pay-leave
https://www.acas.org.uk/managing-your-employees-paternity-leave-and-pay
https://www.gov.uk/employers-paternity-pay-leave


Shared Parental Leave

Overview
Employees may be able to get Shared Parental Leave (SPL) and Statutory Shared Parental
Pay (ShPP) if they’ve had a baby or adopted a child.

Employees can start SPL if they’re eligible and they or their partner end their maternity or
adoption leave or pay early. The remaining leave will be available as SPL. The remaining
pay may be available as ShPP.

Employees can take SPL in up to 3 separate blocks. They can also share the leave with
their partner if they’re also eligible. Parents can choose how much of the SPL each of them
will take.

Example
A mother and her partner are both eligible for SPL and ShPP. The mother ends her
maternity leave and pay after 12 weeks, leaving 40 weeks available for SPL and 27
weeks available for ShPP. The parents can choose how to split this.

SPL and ShPP must be taken between the baby’s birth and first birthday (or within 1 year of
adoption).

Eligibility
Sometimes only one parent in a couple will be eligible to get Shared Parental Leave (SPL)
and Statutory Shared Parental Pay (ShPP). This means that they cannot share the leave.

If the employee is eligible then they can use SPL to book their leave in separate blocks.

Shared Parental Leave
To qualify for SPL, your employee must share responsibility for the child with one of the
following:

● their husband, wife, civil partner or joint adopter
● the child’s other parent
● their partner (if they live with them)

The employee or their partner must be eligible for maternity pay or leave, adoption pay or
leave or Maternity Allowance.

They must also:
● still be employed by Oblong while they take SPL
● give Oblong the correct notice including a declaration that their partner meets the

employment and income requirements which allow the employee to get SPL
● have been continuously employed by Oblong for at least 26 weeks up to any day of

the ‘qualifying week’, or the week they are matched with a child for adoption in the
UK. The ‘qualifying week’ is the 15th week before the baby is due.



Statutory Shared Parental Pay
The employee can get ShPP if they’re an employee and one of the following applies:

● they’re eligible for Statutory Maternity Pay (SMP) or Statutory Adoption Pay (SAP)
● they’re eligible for Statutory Paternity Pay (SPP) and their partner is eligible for SMP,

Maternity Allowance (MA) or SAP

Refusing SPL or ShPP
Oblong can refuse SPL or ShPP if the employee does not qualify.

Oblong must tell the employee the reason for refusing ShPP. Oblong does not have to give
a reason for refusing SPL.

Entitlement
If an employee is eligible and they or their partner end maternity or adoption leave and pay
(or Maternity Allowance) early, then they can:

● take the rest of the 52 weeks of leave (up to a maximum of 50 weeks) as Shared
Parental Leave (SPL)

● take the rest of the 39 weeks of pay (up to a maximum of 37 weeks) as Statutory
Shared Parental Pay (ShPP)

A mother must take a minimum of 2 weeks’ maternity leave following the birth.

ShPP is paid at the rate of £151.97 a week or 90% of an employee’s average weekly
earnings, whichever is lower.
Note this rate of pay is eligible to change each tax year, current rate can be found on this
link: https://www.gov.uk/shared-parental-leave-and-pay-employer-guide/entitlement

Starting Shared Parental Leave
For Shared Parental Leave (SPL) to start, the mother or adopter must do one of the
following:

● end their maternity or adoption leave by returning to work
● give you ‘binding notice’ (a decision that cannot normally be changed) of the date

when they’ll end their maternity or adoption leave
● end maternity pay or Maternity Allowance (if they’re not entitled to maternity leave,

for example they’re an agency worker or self-employed)

A mother must take a minimum of 2 weeks’ maternity leave following the birth.

The adoptive parent getting Statutory Adoption Pay must take at least 2 weeks’ adoption
leave. They can take it from the day of the placement, or up to 14 days before the
placement starts.

The mother must give notice (at least 8 weeks) to end her maternity pay, or tell Jobcentre
Plus to end her Maternity Allowance. Adopters must give you notice to end adoption pay.

https://www.gov.uk/shared-parental-leave-and-pay-employer-guide/entitlement


SPL can start for the partner while the mother or adopter is still on maternity or adoption
leave if she’s given binding notice to end her leave (or pay if she’s not entitled to leave).

Example
A mother and her partner are both eligible for SPL.
The mother goes on maternity leave 10 weeks before her baby is born. She decides
that she’ll take 16 weeks of maternity leave and gives you notice.
Since the mother has given binding notice, her partner can start SPL as soon as the
baby has been born (as long as they’ve given at least 8 weeks’ notice).

What the employee must do
The employee must give Oblong written notice if they want to start SPL or Statutory Shared
Parental Pay (ShPP). They can do this using forms created by the Advisory, Conciliation
and Arbitration Service (Acas).
A link for these forms can be found here:
https://www.gov.uk/shared-parental-leave-and-pay-employer-guide/starting-shared-parental
-leave

After receiving this notice, Oblong can ask for:
● a copy of the child’s birth certificate
● the name and address of their partner’s employer

Oblong has 14 days to ask for this information. Your employee then has a further 14 days to
provide it.

Notice period
An employee must give at least 8 weeks’ notice of any leave they wish to take. If the child is
born more than 8 weeks early, this notice period can be shorter.

The employee has a statutory right to a maximum of 3 separate blocks of leave.

Cancelling the decision to end maternity or adoption leave
The mother or adopter may be able to change their decision to end maternity or adoption
leave early if both:

● the planned end date has not passed
● they have not already returned to work

One of the following must also apply:
● it’s discovered during the 8-week notice period that neither partner is eligible for

either SPL or ShPP
● the employee’s partner has died
● it’s less than 6 weeks after the birth (and the mother gave notice before the birth)

https://www.gov.uk/shared-parental-leave-and-pay-employer-guide/starting-shared-parental-leave
https://www.gov.uk/shared-parental-leave-and-pay-employer-guide/starting-shared-parental-leave


Blocks of leave
An employee taking Shared Parental Leave (SPL) can split their leave into up to 3 separate
blocks instead of taking it all in one go, even if they are not sharing the leave with their
partner.
If both parents are taking SPL then they can take their leave at the same time as each other
or at different times.
The employee must give you at least 8 weeks’ notice before a block of leave begins.

Splitting blocks
If Oblong agrees, the employee can split a block of leave into shorter periods of at least a
week. For example they could work every other week during a 12-week block, using a total
of 6 weeks of their SPL.
Oblong cannot turn down a request for a block of leave if the employee is eligible and gives
you the right notice. Oblong does not have to agree to the employee breaking the block of
leave into shorter periods.

Starting Shared Parental Pay
Employees and workers can claim statutory Shared Parental Pay (ShPP) for any remaining
weeks after the birth parent or primary adopter stops their:

● maternity pay
● adoption pay
● Maternity Allowance

For example, if a mother stops their maternity pay after 30 weeks, they or their partner
could get ShPP for the remaining 9 weeks.

To do this, the employee or worker must tell their employer in writing.

How much pay you’ll get
ShPP is paid at the rate of £151.97 a week or 90% of your average weekly earnings,
whichever is lower.
Note this rate of pay is eligible to change each tax year, current rate can be found on this
link: https://www.gov.uk/shared-parental-leave-and-pay-employer-guide/entitlement

This is the same as Statutory Maternity Pay (SMP) except that during the first 6 weeks SMP
is paid at 90% of whatever you earn (with no maximum).

Example
A woman decides to start her maternity leave 4 weeks before the due date and gives
notice that she’ll start SPL from 10 weeks after the birth (taking a total of 14 weeks
maternity leave). She normally earns £200 a week.
She’s paid £180 (90% of her average weekly earnings) as SMP for the first 6 weeks
of maternity leave, then £151.97 a week for the next 8 weeks. Once she goes onto
SPL, she’s still paid £151.97 a week.

https://www.gov.uk/shared-parental-leave-and-pay-employer-guide/entitlement


Shared parental leave in touch (SPLIT) days
The employee can work up to 20 days during SPL without bringing it to an end. These are
called ‘shared parental leave in touch’ (or SPLIT) days.

These days are in addition to the 10 ‘keeping in touch’ (or KIT) days already available to
those on maternity or adoption leave.

Keeping in touch days are optional - both Oblong and your employee must agree to them.

Further Guidance
● ACAS employer guidance link:

https://www.acas.org.uk/shared-parental-leave-and-pay
● UK Government employer guidance link:

https://www.gov.uk/shared-parental-leave-and-pay-employer-guide

https://www.acas.org.uk/shared-parental-leave-and-pay
https://www.gov.uk/shared-parental-leave-and-pay-employer-guide


Statutory Adoption Leave

Entitlement
When an employee takes time off to adopt a child or have a child through a surrogacy
arrangement they might be eligible for Statutory Adoption Pay and Leave.

Statutory Adoption Leave
Employees can take up to 52 weeks’ Statutory Adoption Leave. The first 26 weeks is known
as ‘Ordinary Adoption Leave’, the last 26 weeks as ‘Additional Adoption Leave’.

Leave can start:
● on the date the child starts living with the employee or up to 14 days before the

expected placement date (UK adoptions)
● when an employee has been matched with a child to be placed with them by a UK

adoption agency
● when the child arrives in the UK or within 28 days of this date (overseas adoptions)
● the day the child’s born or the day after (parents in surrogacy arrangements)

Statutory Adoption Pay
Statutory Adoption Pay (SAP) for employees is:

● 90% of their gross average weekly earnings for the first 6 weeks
● £151.97 a week or 90% of their gross average weekly earnings (whichever is lower)

for the next 33 weeks. Note this rate of pay is eligible to change each tax year,
current rate can be found on this link:
https://www.gov.uk/employers-adoption-pay-leave

Tax and National Insurance will be deducted on qualifying amounts from the employee.

Oblong length of service benefits will apply, please see either Statutory Maternity Pay or
Statutory Paternity policy.

If you're in a couple, only one of you can get adoption leave and pay. You should decide
between yourselves who will get it.
The partner who does not get adoption leave and pay might be able to get paternity leave
and pay.
Both of you might also be able to use Shared Parental Leave and Pay to take time off.

https://www.gov.uk/employers-adoption-pay-leave


Eligibility
Some employees will not qualify for both leave and pay.

Statutory Adoption Leave
Employees must:

● give you the correct notice
● be classed as an employee

They do not have to give Oblong proof of the adoption or surrogacy unless asked for it.

Leave for employees adopting a child from overseas
Employee must also sign form SC6 if they’re adopting from overseas with a partner. This
confirms they’re not taking paternity leave or pay.

Statutory Adoption Pay
Employees must:

● have been continuously employed by you for at least 26 weeks up to any day in the
week they were matched with a child

● be on your payroll and earn at least £120 a week in an 8-week period - the ‘relevant
period’

● give you the correct notice
● give you proof of the adoption

If your employee usually earns an average of £120 or more a week, and they only earned
less in some weeks because they were paid but not working (‘on furlough’) under the
Coronavirus Job Retention Scheme, they may still be eligible.

Pay for employees adopting a child from overseas
The requirements are the same for employees adopting from overseas, except they must
have been continuously employed by you for at least 26 weeks at the start of the week
when the pay will begin.

They must also sign form SC6 if they’re adopting with a partner. This confirms they’re not
taking paternity leave or pay.

Pay for employees in surrogacy arrangements
The requirements are the same for employees in surrogacy arrangements, except they
must have been continuously employed by you for at least 26 weeks up to the 15th week
before the baby is due.



If you ask for it, they must also give you proof that they intend to become the baby’s legal
parent.

Who cannot qualify
Employees will not qualify for either adoption leave or pay if they:

● become a special guardian or kinship carer
● adopt a stepchild or family member
● adopt privately, for example without permission from a UK authority or adoption

agency

Notice period

Statutory Adoption Pay
Employees must give Oblong 28 days’ notice before they want to be paid Statutory
Adoption Pay, unless the time between the child being matched and placed is less than
that.

Statutory Adoption Leave
Within 7 days of being matched with a child, employees must tell Oblong:

● how much leave they want
● their leave start date
● the ‘date of placement’ - the expected or actual date the child is placed with them

Oblong has 28 days to write to them confirming their leave start and end date.

There are different rules for overseas adoptions and surrogacy arrangements.

Leave for employees adopting a child from overseas
Within 28 days of getting their ‘official notification’, employees adopting from overseas must
tell Oblong the date of the notification and when they expect the child to arrive in the UK.
If they’ve worked for Oblong for less than 26 weeks, they can tell you within 28 days of the
Sunday in their 26th week instead.

They must also tell Oblong:
● the actual date the child arrives in the UK - within 28 days of this date
● how much leave they want and when they want it to start - giving you 28 days’ notice

Oblong has 28 days to write to them confirming their leave start and end date.



Leave for employees in surrogacy arrangements
At least 15 weeks before the due date, employees in surrogacy arrangements must tell
Oblong when the baby is due and when they want to start their leave.

Oblong have 28 days to write to them confirming their leave start and end date.

Changes to leave dates
Employees must tell Oblong about changes to leave dates at least 28 days before their
original start date or the new start date - whichever is earlier.

Oblong must write to them if we have to amend their leave start and end dates.

Employees must give 8 weeks’ notice if they want to change the date they return to work.

Proof of adoption
Employees must give Oblong proof of adoption to qualify for Statutory Adoption Pay. Proof
is not needed for Statutory Adoption Leave unless you ask for it.

For adoption, the proof must show the:
● name and address of the agency and employee
● date the child was matched, for example the matching certificate
● expected or actual date of placement, for example a letter from the agency
● relevant UK authority’s ‘official notification’ confirming the parent is allowed to adopt

(overseas adoptions only)
● date the child arrived in the UK, for example a plane ticket (overseas adoptions only)

Oblong must keep records of the proof.

Surrogacy arrangements
Proof is not needed for leave or pay unless you ask for it.

If you ask, employees must give you a written statement (‘statutory declaration’) to confirm
that they:

● intend to apply for a parental order in the 6 months after the baby’s birth



● expect the order to be granted (for example because they do not have any
convictions involving children, and the birth mother or father agree to the
arrangement)

Leave for pre adoption appointments
An Oblong employee who is involved in the adoption process may take reasonable paid
time off work to attend relevant appointments before their Adoption Leave commences.

Further Guidance
● ACAS employer guidance link:

https://www.acas.org.uk/your-adoption-leave-pay-and-other-rights
● ACAS surrogacy guidance link:

https://www.acas.org.uk/leave-and-pay-when-you-have-a-child-through-surrogacy
● UK Government employer guidance link:

https://www.gov.uk/employers-adoption-pay-leave

https://www.acas.org.uk/your-adoption-leave-pay-and-other-rights
https://www.acas.org.uk/leave-and-pay-when-you-have-a-child-through-surrogacy
https://www.gov.uk/employers-adoption-pay-leave


Parental and caring leave
Overview
Eligible employees can take unpaid parental leave to look after their child’s welfare, for
example to:

● spend more time with their children
● look at new schools
● settle children into new childcare arrangements
● spend more time with family, such as visiting grandparents

Their employment rights (like the right to pay, holidays and returning to a job) are protected
during parental leave.

Entitlement
Parental leave is unpaid. You’re entitled to 18 weeks’ leave for each child and adopted
child, up to their 18th birthday.

The limit on how much parental leave each parent can take in a year is 4 weeks for each
child (unless the employer agrees otherwise).

You must take parental leave as whole weeks (eg 1 week or 2 weeks) rather than individual
days, unless your employer agrees otherwise or if your child is disabled. You don’t have to
take all the leave at once.

A ‘week’ equals the length of time an employee normally works over 7 days.

Example
If an employee works 3 days a week, one ‘week’ of parental leave equals 3 days. If
an employee works irregular weeks the number of days in a ‘week’ is the total
number of days they work a year divided by 52.

If your child has a disability
You can take parental leave more flexibly if you receive a disability living allowance or
personal independence payment for your child.

Carrying leave over from a previous job
Parental leave applies to each child not to an individual’s job.

Example
An employee is entitled to 18 weeks. They’ve used 10 with a previous employer.
They can use up to 8 weeks with their new employer if they’re eligible.



Eligibility
Employees qualify if all of these apply:

● they’ve been in the company for more than a year
● they’re named on the child’s birth or adoption certificate or they have or expect to

have parental responsibility
● they’re not self-employed or a ‘worker’, eg an agency worker or contractor
● they’re not a foster parent (unless they’ve secured parental responsibility through the

courts)
● the child is under 18
● Employers can ask for proof (like a birth certificate) as long as it’s reasonable to do

so, eg they can’t ask for proof each time an employee requests leave.

Notice period
Employees must give 21 days’ notice before their intended start date. If they or their partner
are having a baby or adopting, it’s 21 days before the week the baby or child is expected.

Employees must confirm the start and end dates in their notice. Unless an employer
requests it, this doesn’t have to be in writing.

Delaying leave
Leave can’t be postponed (delayed) if:

● the employer doesn’t have a ‘significant reason’, eg it would cause serious disruption
to the business

● it’s being taken by the father or partner immediately after the birth or adoption of a
child

● it means an employee would no longer qualify for parental leave, eg postponing it
until after the child’s 18th birthday

If it’s postponed, the employer:
● must write explaining why within 7 days of the original request
● suggest a new start date - this must be within 6 months of the requested start date
● can’t change the amount of leave being requested

Further Guidance
● ACAS employer guidance link: https://www.acas.org.uk/parental-leave
● UK Government employer guidance link: https://www.gov.uk/parental-leave

https://www.acas.org.uk/parental-leave
https://www.gov.uk/parental-leave


Compassionate Leave

In cases of urgent domestic need, for example, the serious illness or death of a near
relative or partner, compassionate leave of up to five working days may be granted with
salary by the Peer Managers. An extension may be granted in cases of special need.

In circumstances of unforeseen sickness of a child or other dependent relative/partner, or
where care arrangements have broken down, short periods of paid absence may be taken
by agreement with the Peer Managers.
Peer Managers may refer to this government guidance regarding what constitutes an
emergency: https://www.gov.uk/time-off-for-dependants/whats-an-emergency

Notification
Staff requiring compassionate leave should notify the Peer Managers in writing at the
earliest convenient opportunity. (Refer also to the Absence Management Policy.)

Dependants
Agreement to requests for compassionate leave for dependants will be decided by the staff
team, on a case by case basis.

Qualification
There is no minimum service requirement for Compassionate Leave; it is available to all
staff members.

Further Guidance
● ACAS bereavement guidance link: https://www.acas.org.uk/time-off-for-bereavement
● ACAS time off for dependant link:

https://www.acas.org.uk/absence-from-work/time-off-to-help-someone-else
● UK Government parental bereavement pay guidance link:

https://www.gov.uk/employers-parental-bereavement-pay-leave

https://www.gov.uk/time-off-for-dependants/whats-an-emergency
https://www.acas.org.uk/time-off-for-bereavement
https://www.acas.org.uk/absence-from-work/time-off-to-help-someone-else
https://www.gov.uk/employers-parental-bereavement-pay-leave

